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Abstract
Why use SJTs?
Traditionally, selection into medical education professions has focused primarily upon academic
ability alone. This approach has been questioned more recently, as although academic attainment
predicts performance early in training, research shows it has less predictive power for demonstrating
competence in postgraduate clinical practice. Such evidence, coupled with an increasing focus on
individuals working in healthcare roles displaying the core values of compassionate care,
benevolence and respect, illustrates that individuals should be selected on attributes other than
academic ability alone. Moreover, there are mounting calls to widen access to medicine, to ensure
that selection methods do not unfairly disadvantage individuals from specific groups (e.g. regarding

ethnicity or socio-economic status), so that the future workforce adequately represents society as a
whole. These drivers necessitate a method of assessment that allows individuals to be selected on
important non-academic attributes that are desirable in healthcare professionals, in a fair, reliable
and valid way.
What are SJTs?
Situational judgement tests (SJTs) are tests used to assess individuals’ reactions to a number of
hypothetical rolerelevant scenarios, which reflect situations candidates are likely to encounter in the
target role. These scenarios are based on a detailed analysis of the role and should be developed in
collaboration with subject matter experts, in order to accurately assess the key attributes that are
associated with competent performance. From a theoretical perspective, SJTs are believed to
measure prosocial Implicit Trait Policies (ITPs), which are shaped by socialisation processes that
teach the utility of expressing certain traits in different settings such as agreeable expressions (e.g.
helping others in need), or disagreeable actions (e.g. advancing ones own interest at others,
expense).
Are SJTs reliable, valid and fair?
Several studies, including good quality meta-analytic and longitudinal research, consistently show
that SJTs used in many different occupational groups are reliable and valid. Although there is over 40
years of research evidence available on SJTs, it is only within the past 10 years that SJTs have been
used for recruitment into medicine. Specifically, evidence consistently shows that SJTs used in
medical selection have good reliability, and predict performance across a range of medical
professions, including performance in general practice, in early years (foundation training as a junior
doctor) and for medical school admissions. In addition, SJTs have been found to have significant
added value (incremental validity) over and above other selection methods such as knowledge tests,
measures of cognitive ability, personality tests and application forms. Regarding differential
attainment, generally SJTs have been found to have lower adverse impact compared to other
selection methods, such as cognitive ability tests. SJTs have the benefit of being appropriate both for
use in selection where candidates are novices (i.e. have no prior role experience or knowledge such
as in medical school admissions) as well as settings where candidates have substantial job
knowledge and specific experience (as in postgraduate recruitment for more senior roles). An SJT
specification (e.g. scenario content, response instructions and format) may differ depending on the
level of job knowledge required. Research consistently shows that SJTs are usually found to be
positively received by candidates compared to other selection tests such as cognitive ability and
personality tests. Practically, SJTs are difficult to design effectively, and significant expertise is
required to build a reliable and valid SJT. Once designed however, SJTs are cost efficient to
administer to large numbers of candidates compared to other tests of non-academic attributes (e.g.
personal statements, structured interviews), as they are standardised and can be computerdelivered and machine-marked.
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Situational judgement tests (SJTs) provide a reliable method for measuring important
non-academic attributes (such as empathy, integrity and teamwork) that are important
for education, training and practice in medicine and a wide range of healthcare roles.
SJTs are a measurement methodology rather than a single test per se. As such, SJTs can
differ markedly from each other (in scenario content and response formats, for example),
and should be designed in collaboration with subject matter experts (SMEs) to ensure
their relevance, appropriateness and fairness regarding the target role.
SJTs measure prosocial Implicit Trait Policies (ITPs), which are beliefs about the cost or
benefits of acts expressing compassion, caring and respect for patients, related to
candidates’ trait expression and values.
When designed appropriately, compared to other selection tools, SJTs are generally
reliable, valid, fair and well received by candidates.
Although good quality SJTs are difficult to design, once developed, SJTs are a costeffective and an efficient selection tool for non-academic attributes as they can be
computer-delivered and machine-marked.

Introduction
Traditionally, students and trainees within medicine have tended to be assessed on academic ability
alone. This approach however has a number of limitations, and recently there has been an
increasing emphasis in medical education and training on assessing for non-academic and
professional attributes that are important for competent performance in clinical practice (Eva et al.
2009; Prideaux et al. 2011). In the UK for example, there are practical limitations of selecting based
on the academic ability alone, since selecting students based on their A levels is now problematic
due to grade inflation (James et al. 2010) with reduced discriminatory power due to a large
proportion of medical candidates attaining top grades (McManus et al. 2008).
Although academic attainment has been shown to be a good predictor of early performance in
medical school (Ferguson et al. 2002), longitudinal research shows that the predictive power of
academic attainment declines as trainees move into clinical practice and beyond (Ferguson et al.
2002; James et al. 2010; McManus et al. 2013). These findings emphasise that academic ability is a
necessary, but not sufficient condition to ensure that trainees become competent health
professionals, and thus the importance of selecting trainees on a range of non-academic attributes
in addition.
Within the UK, although the values and behaviours expected of health and social care professionals
are preserved in the National Health Service (NHS) Constitution (2013), recent government enquiries
(Cavendish 2013; Francis 2013) have highlighted major concerns about the decline in compassionate
care within all healthcare roles, which has global significance. These enquiries, although UK-based,
have relevance internationally, as they highlight the critical role that the workforce plays in ensuring
the provision of high quality and safe healthcare services and, in particular, the impact of staff values
and behaviours on the quality of patient care and thus patient outcomes. Undoubtedly, an
important first step is ensuring that the right individuals with the appropriate values to work in
clinical practice are appointed to any educational course, training place or healthcare role.

Job analysis research provides supporting evidence for the importance of non-academic attributes
for successful performance in various healthcare roles. For example, attributes such as empathy,
resilience, team involvement and integrity are necessary for medicine and dental students
(Patterson et al. 2012a) and in postgraduate medical training (Patterson et al. 2000, 2008). In terms
of selection, this presents a challenge regarding how to reliably assess values, personal qualities and
attributes in an effective and efficient way, because many methods that aim to assess non-academic
attributes have not been found to be robust (Albanese et al. 2003). For example, there is a
substantial body of evidence that suggests that traditional methods of screening candidates on the
basis of non-academic attributes, such as personal statements and references, do not provide valid
assessments of candidates’ ability or non-academic attributes (Ferguson et al. 2000, 2003; Poole et
al. 2009; Kreiter & Axelson 2013; Husbands et al. 2014; Patterson et al. 2016). Regarding personality
assessments, although evidence suggests that they can provide added value in selection, (especially
when used to complement structured interviews), some researchers have expressed caution in using
personality tests as screening tools for high stakes selection (such as medicine), due to the risk of
faking and susceptibility to coaching (Rankin 2013). In contrast, SJTs can be designed to be less
susceptible to coaching (Patterson et al. 2013a) and recent research suggests that access to coaching
does not materially influence the operational validity of SJTs in practice (Stemig et al. 2015).
A systematic review of the research evidence shows that SJTs are a valid and reliable method for
assessing non-academic attributes (Patterson et al. 2012b) in the context of medical education and
training, and the evidence is explored in detail in this Guide.

Aim/objective of the guide
Our aim is to provide an overview of the evidence-base for SJTs, describing how SJTs compare to
other assessment tools, and how and where SJTs can be used. Specifically, the evidence for their use
in selection will be explored, focusing on reliability, validity, fairness, susceptibility to coaching and
the theory underpinning SJTs. We explore the practical aspects of developing SJTs, including item
structure, format, response options and scoring. We also provide several illustrative examples and
case studies alongside some comments about future SJT research and implications for practice in
medical education and training. Although this Guide frequently references UK practice, other
international organisations and institutions can nonetheless use the content and principles.
What are situational judgement tests?
It is important to note that SJTs are a measurement methodology rather than a single style of
assessment, as the scenario content, response instructions, response formats and approaches to
scoring can vary significantly across settings. Typically, candidates sitting an SJT are presented with
hypothetical written or video-based scenarios of a situation they are likely to encounter in the given
role. Candidates are asked to identify the appropriateness or effectiveness of various response
options from a pre-defined list of alternatives (Boxes 1–3). These response options are designed in
advance with a pre-determined scoring key agreed by subject matter experts. A single SJT is likely to
comprise several scenarios so that a broad range of constructs can be measured efficiently.
An SJT’s content, format and test length is designed to fit the role, the selection criteria and
specification requirements for the test (Lievens et al. 2008). SJTs have been used in assessment for
over 40 years across a broad range of occupational contexts in both the public and private sectors
(Chan et al. 1998; Ployhart et al. 2003; Wyatt et al. 2010), and more recently have been applied to

roles in medicine and other healthcare professions – see Patterson et al. (2016) for a systematic
review.
Role analysis
Whether designed for selection, assessment or development purposes, to follow best practice, SJT
scenarios should be based on a thorough analysis of the relevant role in order to assess the key
attributes and competencies that are associated with competent performance in the role. This
ensures that the content of the SJT reflects work-, education- or training-related situations that
candidates are likely to encounter in the target role. In addition, the test specification should be
developed in collaboration with key stakeholders and current role incumbents (Motowidlo et al.
1990), and it is important for a thorough design and evaluation process to be undertaken to ensure
the psychometric quality of an SJT (Patterson et al. 2009b). A detailed guide to the steps of
developing an SJT in line with best practice is provided towards the end of this Guide.
Response instructions and format
Response instructions for SJTs typically fall into one of two categories: knowledge based (i.e. what is
the best option) or behavioural tendency (i.e. what would you be most likely to do). A variety of
response formats can be used within each of these categories, such as ranking possible actions in
order, rating all response options independently, choosing the three best answers from a larger
number of response options (multiple choice), or choosing the best and/or worst response options.
Some researchers have developed a single-response SJT format, whereby only one response option
is given as part of the scenario (Motowidlo et al. 2009; Martin & Motowidlo 2010).
The type of response format used depends on the test specification and the context or level in the
education and training pathway that the SJT is targeting, as different response formats are
differentially related to knowledge, cognitive ability and other constructs. For example, for medical
school admissions, this is essentially a novice population and we cannot (and should not) assume job
specific knowledge or experience. In contrast, SJTs for postgraduate selection do assume some job
experience to retain scenario authenticity and validity. Response alternatives can be presented in
either a written (low fidelity) or a video-based (medium fidelity) format (Lievens et al. 2008;
Christian et al. 2010) and each approach has both advantages and disadvantages (relating to aspects
such as candidate reactions, validity and cost, for example). The reliability and effectiveness of
different item presentation formats and response instructions of SJTs will be explored in this Guide.
SJTs are scored by comparing candidates’ responses to a pre-determined scoring key, which dictates
the scores obtained for each answer, and has previously been agreed via an in-depth review process
by a group of subject matter experts (SMEs). In Box 2, we outline an example SJT item for the role of
a junior doctor for selection into specialty training. Here, the response options are knowledge
oriented (i.e. what should you do/what is the best option) and the response format asks candidates
to rank all possible responses in order of appropriateness, which represents a relatively complex set
of judgements.
In this scenario, you will note that the test taker is already told there has been a prescribing error so
the aim is not to test clinical knowledge per se. Instead, the focus of the item relates to a set of
interpersonal dilemmas. In this scenario, the most appropriate (first thing to do) is answer B – to
correct the prescription. However, there are then a complex set of judgements for a candidate to
make regarding how to best deal with some challenging interpersonal dilemmas, i.e. how best to
deal with the consultant, the nurses, co-workers and indeed the patient. In this way, by presenting
several scenarios in a test, SJTs can measure a broad range of professional attributes.

Theory behind SJTs – How do they work?
Historically, researchers have engaged in considerable debate regarding the construct validity of SJTs
(i.e. what do SJTs measure?), but there is now a relatively clear picture of the theoretical
underpinnings of SJTs.
SJTs are based on two key theoretical propositions. First, SJTs are derived from a long established
behavioural consistency theory (i.e. that past behaviour is the best predictor of future behaviour), in
which the central principle is that eliciting a sample of current behaviour allows the prediction of
future (i.e. in-role) behaviour (Wernimont & Campbell 1968; Motowidlo et al. 2006).
Second, there is a growing consensus in the research literature that SJTs measure prosocial Implicit
Trait Policies (ITPs), and depending on the job level, specific job knowledge, as in postgraduate
selection (Motowidlo & Beier 2010; Patterson et al. 2015b). ITP theory proposes that individuals
develop beliefs about the effectiveness of different behaviours – that is, beliefs about the costs and
benefits associated with expressing certain traits (which guide behaviours) in particular situations, in
relation to individuals’ inherent tendencies or traits. As individuals make judgements about how and
when to express certain traits, ITPs are related to choices about trait expressions rather than traits
per se (Motowidlo et al. 2006). For example, a doctor dealing with a sensitive situation in the
workplace (such as the death of a relative) may have to make a judgement about the utility
(costs/benefits) of demonstrating empathy and agreeableness as a more successful strategy than
acting brusquely or being disagreeable (even if the doctor’s preference tends towards being
generally disagreeable and/or empathetic). As another example, imagine an anaesthetist whose
personality profile shows a preference for introversion, but decides to act in what might be observed
as an extraverted manner, as this is the most effective approach for the situation at hand.
ITPs are thought to be shaped by experiences during socialisation processes, such as through
parental modelling throughout childhood (or later during tutoring and role models at medical
school). This may teach individuals the utility of, for example; agreeable expressions, that is, helping
others in need, or turning the other cheek; or disagreeable expressions, that is, showing selfish pre-

occupation with one’s own interests, holding a grudge/‘getting even’ or advancing ones own
interests at another person’s expense. As such, SJTs may also represent a promising tool for
assessing individuals’ values, as the element of personal choice involved when behaving consistently
with one’s values can be measured by an SJT (i.e. candidates must make a choice about which
response options are the most appropriate or important) (Parks & Guay 2009; Patterson et al.
2015b).
Research evidence suggests that SJTs are effective predictors of job performance because SJTs
measure procedural awareness about effective behaviour in a given situation (including domainbased knowledge where appropriate), and, relatedly, individuals’ beliefs about the costs/benefits of
expressing personality traits in role-related situations (Motowidlo et al. 2006; Lievens & Patterson
2011).
What is the research evidence for SJTs?
Any selection method in operational use must meet exacting standards relating to the psychometric
properties (i.e. reliability, validity, accuracy), in addition to being acceptable to stakeholders, in that
particular context (Schmidt & Hunter 1998; Arnold et al. 2010; Patterson et al. 2012c). These
standards ensure a method provides an effective, acceptable and legally defensible means of
selection, which is arguably especially important within high-stakes, high-volume selection contexts
such as in medicine. As such, when SJTs are used in medicine (and in other settings), they should be
regularly reviewed and evaluated to ensure that they meet these psychometric and acceptability
requirements. The research evidence for SJTs relating to these issues is reviewed in the following
sections.
How and when can SJTs be used?
SJTs may be used for selection, assessment or development, and have the benefit of being designed
in a way that is tailored to fit the specific purpose and needs of the target role. In medicine, SJTs are
often used as a screening tool during selection as they enable the assessment of the non-academic
abilities and attributes of large numbers of candidates in a standardised and cost-efficient way
(Koczwara & Ashworth 2013). Those who successfully complete an SJT are then typically shortlisted
to the next stage of the selection process, such as a structured interview.
SJTs can also be used effectively at the interview stage, as one of several stations of a multiple miniinterview, for example. As such, SJTs tend to form one part of a multi-method selection process,
whereby candidates are assessed across a range of attributes and skills, as identified by the role
analysis. A large number of scenarios can be measured in an SJT, whereas in interviews, a small
number of scenarios can be discussed and probed, such that SJTs and structured interviews are
complementary.
In the UK, SJTs are increasingly being incorporated into healthcare selection, with many recent
examples in medical education and training. For example, an SJT is being used alongside a battery of
cognitive ability tests for UK medical schools admissions, demonstrating promising evidence of
reliability and validity (Patterson & Martin 2014; Patterson et al. 2014; Sartania et al. 2014).
Alongside other methods, an SJT measuring empathy, integrity and resilience has been used
successfully for selection into training into UK general practice for over 10 years, which has also
demonstrated good predictive validity, positive candidate reactions and significant cost savings
regarding the resources required for hand-marking personal statements, for example (Patterson et
al. 2009a; Plint & Patterson 2010; Lievens & Patterson 2011).

An SJT has been used alongside an educational performance measure to select all doctors applying
for UK Foundation training since 2013, also demonstrating predictive validity with subsequent
training outcomes and job performance. This SJT is designed to assess for the key attributes
identified in a role analysis (including commitment to professionalism, coping with pressure,
effective communication, patient focus, and working effectively as part of a team), and has
performed well psychometrically year on year.
In the UK, SJTs are used for postgraduate training selection for a variety of roles including Public
Health (Kerrin et al. 2014), Psychiatry (Lopes et al. 2015a) and Ophthalmology (Lopes et al. 2015b).
SJTs are also used for a variety of other healthcare professions including dental foundation training
(Patterson et al. 2012a) and veterinary science (Kerrin et al. 2015).
The use of SJTs in healthcare selection is expanding globally. Internationally, SJTs have been used in
medical school admissions in Belgium (Lievens et al. 2005a), Singapore (Ashworth et al. 2014),
Canada (Dore et al. 2009) and in postgraduate recruitment in Australia to select trainees for entry to
training in general practice (Roberts & Togno 2011; Roberts et al. 2014). Many other countries are
piloting the use of SJTs in admissions; for example, an SJT is being piloted at the American
Association of Medical Colleges (AAMC – https://ww.aamc.org/initiatives/admissionsinitiative/sjt/),
alongside the MCAT.
How reliable are SJTs?
There are a number of ways to ensure that an SJT is reliable in measuring the constructs it aims to
assess (based on the role analysis) in a consistent way. This includes measuring internal consistency,
which assesses whether several items that should measure the same construct produce similar
scores; test–retest reliability which indicates whether a measure is stable over a given time period;
and parallel forms reliability where two versions of the same test correlate sufficiently (Rust &
Golombok 1999).
SJTs have been described as construct heterogeneous at the item level (McDaniel & Whetzel 2007)
since any one item may target several performance dimensions or constructs (in other words, SJTs
rarely measure one single dimension), which implies an inherent difficulty in accurately estimating
the internal consistency of an SJT, and a risk of underestimating their reliability (McDaniel & Whetzel
2007; Catano et al. 2012). Indeed, a meta-analysis of 39 different studies found Cronbach’s alpha
coefficients ranging from a ¼ 0.43–0.94 (McDaniel et al. 2001). However, internal consistency of SJTs
used in medical and dental contexts (Koczwara et al. 2012; Patterson et al. 2012a, 2014, 2015a) have
been found to consistently approach or exceed a ¼ 0.70; the accepted value indicating good internal
consistency (Kline 2000).
Some researchers argue that test–retest or parallel forms reliability may be a more accurate
approach to examining the reliability of an SJT since internal consistency is more appropriate for unidimensional (construct homogenous) tests (McDaniel & Nguyen 2001; Lievens et al. 2008; Catano et
al. 2012). Research shows a range of values for test-retest reliability of SJTs, from r ¼ 0.20 to r ¼ 0.92
(Ployhart & Ehrhart 2003; Ployhart et al. 2003), dependent upon the quality of the test construction.
Parallel forms reliability is measured by the correlation of two tests that are assessing the same
construct (Rust & Golombok 1999). Kline (2000) recommends that parallel forms reliability should be
above r ¼ 0.70. On balance, the research evidence shows good levels of parallel forms reliability for
SJTs, for example: r ¼ 0.76 (Chan & Schmitt 2002) and r ¼ 0.66 (Lievens et al. 2005b).

In summary, the research broadly shows that SJTs have moderate to good levels of reliability,
regardless of the type of method used to assess reliability. Since SJTs are a measurement method
and there is no one single type of SJT, it is important to evaluate each test independently to judge
reliability. When evaluating reliability, internal consistency may sometimes be a less appropriate
measurement of SJT consistency than other measures of reliability, due to the usually
heterogeneous nature of SJT items.
How valid are SJTs?
As with all other assessment tools, there are multiple approaches to evaluate the validity of an SJT
(i.e. is the tool measuring the criteria that it purports to measure?). To establish the validity of a tool
this includes measuring criterion-related validity (i.e. evaluating the extent to which scores on an SJT
can predict subsequent performance or work behaviour); incremental validity (i.e. does the tool add
value and predict variance in outcome criteria beyond other tools); and construct validity (i.e.
evaluating the extent to which a tool is measuring what it is supposed to measure, where
comparisons are made with measures of similar constructs).
Criterion-related validity
A central consideration when assessing the criterion-related validity of any selection method is to
consider precisely what the method is intended to measure. For example, Lievens et al. (2005a)
acknowledged the need to attend to the constructs underlying both predictors and criterion
(outcome) measures when assessing relationships between the two. Considering this in the context
of SJTs, which are designed to assess non-academic constructs and interpersonal skills, we would not
theoretically expect an SJT to predict performance on a highly cognitively loaded criterion. We
would, however, expect SJTs to predict performance on criterion-matched outcomes, such as
interpersonal skills courses, educational supervisor ratings of empathy and integrity or
communication stations in an Objective Structured Clinical Examination (OSCE).
The literature regarding the criterion-related validity of SJTs in healthcare and other professions
supports this proposition. For example, Lievens et al. (2005a) examined the criterion-related validity
of an SJT for medical college admissions in Belgium, and found that the SJT showed incremental
validity over cognitively oriented measures for curricula that included interpersonal courses, but not
for other, academic curricula. Similarly, Oswald et al. (2004) found that an SJT predicted
performance on dimensions such as leadership and perseverance, but did not predict grade point
average, and Libbrecht et al. (2014) found that an SJT measuring emotional intelligence predicted
performance in courses on communication and interpersonal sensitivity in medical school, beyond
cognitive ability and conscientiousness.
Meta-analyses have found favourable criterion-related validity of SJTs compared to other selection
methods. For example, Christian et al. (2010) found corrected operational validity coefficients
ofr=0.25–0.47, and McDaniel et al. (2001) estimated a criterion-related validity of r ¼ 0.34 across
multiple occupational groups. In addition, SJTs have been shown to have comparable or increased
predictive validity over structured interviews (McDaniel et al. 1994), selection centres (Gaugler et al.
1987) and cognitive ability tests (Clevenger et al. 2001).
Regarding medical education specifically, on-going evaluation has shown that an SJT used in
selection for postgraduate training in the UK predicts subsequent in-training performance and endof-training competence after three years, with large effect sizes (Patterson et al. 2013b). Longerterm studies also show that the SJT predicts performance in training in relation to educational

supervisors’ ratings (Lievens & Patterson 2011) and performance in clinical skills licensing OSCEs
(Patterson et al. 2012c).
Two longitudinal, multiple cohort studies in Belgium found an SJT used within medical school
admissions predicted a number of assessments at different points throughout training, in addition to
job performance nine years later in both studies: r ¼ 0.22 (Lievens & Sackett 2012) and r ¼ 0.15
(Lievens 2013).
In summary, SJTs have been found to have good levels of predictive validity across a wide range of
different occupations, including in healthcare education and training. Methodologically, it is
important to ensure that appropriate outcome criteria and measures are identified in order to
meaningfully assess the validity of SJTs.
Incremental validity
It is important to establish whether an SJT has predictive validity over and above other selection
methods, such as cognitive ability, personality and job knowledge tests, to assess the value added by
an SJT in a selection system (i.e. what is the added benefit of using an SJT?). The presence or
absence of such added (incremental) validity can provide evidence for the cost-effectiveness and
efficiency of SJTs, as well as to support their theoretical rationale.
The incremental validity of SJTs has been widely demonstrated in the literature across numerous
operational groups, including healthcare. SJTs explained an additional 2.6% of variance over the
combined predictive validity of conscientiousness, job experience and job knowledge in federal
investigator officers’ job performance (Clevenger et al. 2001). In numerous manufacturing
organisations, an SJT showed incremental validity over cognitive (3%) and personality (4%) measures
for the prediction of task performance, and over cognitive ability (4%) when predicting contextual
performance (O’Connell et al. 2007).
In the context of medicine specifically, Lievens et al. (2005a) found that an SJT assessing
interpersonal awareness for entry into medical schools in Belgium had incremental validity over the
cognitive measures for components of the curricula that had an interpersonal skills component.
Patterson et al. (2009a) showed that an SJT used for selection in postgraduate general practice
training had substantial incremental validity over scores from an application form (17%) and a jobknowledge test (14%). Similar findings have been demonstrated for an SJT into Core Medical Training
in the UK (Patterson et al. 2009b).
In summary, there is a wealth of evidence in healthcare and beyond that SJTs provide added value
over other selection methods for predicting job performance.
Considerations in assessing the predictive validity of SJTs
Research suggests that the predictive validity of measures of non-academic attributes differs over
time in the context of medical education and training (i.e. predictive validity is higher when students
enter clinical practice). We propose that this is because during the classroom-based, didactic setting
in which learning takes place during the early years of a medical degree, the focus is more on
cognitive indicators and academic attainment. However, as students move into clinical practice and
beyond, the necessity for interpersonal skills comes to the fore because the team-based working and
patient contact are key measures of competence (Ferguson et al. 2014). This proposition is
supported by other researchers (McDaniel et al. 2007; Lievens et al. 2008), and reiterates the
importance of choosing not only appropriate outcome criteria to assess the validity of SJTs, but also
of collecting outcome data at the appropriate time.

Emerging evidence from the medical education literature in the UK indicates that SJTs may have
greater predictive validity at the lower end of performers (as yet unpublished research by the
present authors across a number of SJTs for medical admissions in the UK). For example, applicants
lacking prosocial ITPs are less likely to perform well on an SJT. Further research both internally and in
broader healthcare contexts is required to replicate and extend these findings.
In summary, it is important to take into consideration the point in a healthcare education or training
pathway that outcome data is collected, in order to most accurately assess the validity of an SJT.
Emerging evidence suggests SJTs may be best used to ‘select out’ candidates as they are potentially
better predictors at the lower end of the distribution of scores, however evidence for this is in its
infancy.
Construct validity
As outlined previously, SJTs represent a methodology rather than a specific test. As such, scenarios
are context-specific and responses can be designed to assess a range of different attributes or
constructs. Consequently, SJTs are designed to measure a wide range of different attributes, and a
candidate’s response may represent a combination of their ability, personality and experience
(Lievens et al. 2008). Therefore, due to the heterogeneous nature of different SJTs, with a broad
range of different test specifications available, it is challenging for researchers to describe specifically
what SJTs as a methodology measure (i.e. their construct validity), and a range of constructs have
been identified as being associated with scores on SJTs.
McDaniel et al.’s (2001) review shows that SJTs correlate with cognitive ability, although the
magnitude of the relationship depended on several factors. SJTs based on a job analysis correlated
more highly with cognitive ability (r ¼ 0.50) than those that were not (r ¼ 0.38), and SJTs which
contained more detailed questions were more highly correlated with cognitive ability (r ¼ 0.56) than
those less detailed (r ¼ 0.47). It is suggested that SJTs that are cognitively oriented (such as those
involving planning, organising and problem-solving) tend to correlate higher with cognitive ability
than those oriented solely on interpersonal issues such as empathy. In postgraduate medical
selection, Koczwara et al. (2012) found that an SJT correlated significantly with cognitive ability tests,
suggesting that they measure overlapping constructs. In contrast, Clevenger et al. (2001) found SJT
scores were not correlated with cognitive ability, and an SJT used for assessment of professionalism
in dental school based on a role analysis did not correlate with a test of clinical knowledge (Escudier
et al. 2015). As such, the evidence indicates that the extent to which SJTs measures cognitive ability
varies, depending on the specific design of each individual SJT.
In relation to personality, Mullins and Schmitt (1998) found that an SJT was most strongly correlated
with the personality traits of Conscientiousness (r ¼ 0.26) and Agreeableness (r ¼ 0.22). A metaanalysis found SJT scores had a corrected correlation of r ¼ 0.25 with Agreeableness; r ¼ 0.31 with
Emotional Stability, r ¼ 0.26 with Conscientiousness, r ¼ 0.06 with Extraversion and r ¼ 0.09 with
Openness (McDaniel & Nguyen 2001). McDaniel et al. (2007) found similar results, indicating that
SJTs correlate most highly with the personality traits of Agreeableness and Conscientiousness, i.e.
cooperation, forgiveness and a tendency to defer to others in interpersonal conflict; and
achievement striving, leadership skills and organisation, respectively (McCrae & Costa 2008).
Motowidlo (2003) suggests the relationship between personality and ITPs (described earlier) can be
explained via the notion of dispositional fit; that is, some individuals’ dispositions (i.e. their
personalities) are more appropriate for handling challenging social situations than others’
dispositions. Dispositional fit specifies that people develop beliefs consistent with their personality

traits about how best to handle difficult situations. Situations encountered in any given role are
believed to vary in the extent to which they require behavioural responses that are expressive of a
given trait. When individuals’ beliefs about the appropriate behavioural responses to a situation
correspond to the type of response actually required by the situation, those individuals possesses
greater knowledge because their beliefs are correct (Campbell et al. 1996). As people often believe
that actions expressive of their own personalities are most effective, people whose traits match
those demanded by the situation will be most likely to possess knowledge of how to effectively
behave in that situation.
Considering the relationship between SJT scores and Agreeableness, for example, because agreeable
people should have ITPs that weigh Agreeableness more strongly, they are more likely to
discriminate accurately between SJT response options, according to the level of Agreeableness
expressed by each response option; thereby achieving higher scores on an SJT.
The literature has not yet fully converged on the association between SJTs and role knowledge.
Earlier research has suggested that SJTs may simply be tests of role-specific knowledge (Schmidt
1994), whilst others suggest that since experience is multifaceted, different operationalisations of
experience will result in different relationships between experience in a role and performance on an
SJT. Indeed, Motowidlo and Beier (2010) posit that the type of experience that leads to the
development of ITPs (i.e. general experience), is different to the type of experience that allows
individuals to develop specific knowledge about a particular role. They conclude that the ITPs and
specific role knowledge combine to produce the procedural knowledge measured by an SJT, but they
have independent effects on role performance. Moreover, some SJTs are more strongly related to
general experience (ITPs) than to highly role-specific experience.
In summary, since SJTs can be designed to assess a range of different attributes, research regarding
their construct validity has been mixed. Research identifies that SJTs can correlate with cognitive
ability, personality and knowledge, depending on the specification of the SJT.

What is the reliability and validity of different SJT formats, response formats and instructions?
Response formats
Research has focused on the relative benefits of response formats based on knowledge based (i.e.
what is the best option) or behavioural tendency (i.e. what would you be most likely to do) formats
(McDaniel & Nguyen 2001; McDaniel et al. 2003, 2007). St-Sauveur et al. (2014) posit that an
argument in favour of a knowledge based format is that regardless of whether an SJT uses a
knowledge based or behavioural tendency format, it will still measure the extent to which
candidates know what the ‘‘correct’’ behaviour is in a given situation (i.e. knowing what you should
do). In addition, they argue that knowledge based response formats lead to greater certainty as to
what the test measures (i.e. clearer construct validity). A meta-analysis (McDaniel et al. 2007) also
found a better correlation with work performance for knowledge based response formats.
A key design consideration regarding response formats is the extent to which an SJT is required to be
cognitively loaded, which will depend on its intended use and target candidate population. For
example, it would be more appropriate for an SJT used for selection into a highly specialised trainee
post (where specialist and clinical detail may be required to contextualise the scenarios) to have a
greater degree of cognitive loading than an SJT for entry into an undergraduate healthcare degree.
Whetzel and McDaniel (2009) conclude that SJTs with knowledge based instructions correlate more

highly with cognitive ability than SJTs with behavioural tendency instructions. As such, test
developers who wish to emphasise the assessment of personality constructs in an SJT may wish to
use behavioural tendency instructions. On the other hand, if a selector wishes to maximise the
variability in SJT scores based on cognitive ability within an SJT, a test with knowledge based
instructions may be more appropriate (Whetzel & McDaniel 2009). Arguably, since medicine is a
cognitively demanding profession, more cognitively loaded SJTs are more relevant.
Regarding construct validity and response instructions, Weekley et al. (2006) and McDaniel et al.
(2007) found that SJT format may also influence construct validity: SJTs with knowledge-based
instructions have higher correlations with cognitive ability than those with behavioural tendency
instructions. Conversely, the researchers found that SJTs with behavioural tendency instructions
correlated more strongly with personality traits. As such, SJTs with knowledge instructions may be
considered measures of maximal performance, whilst behavioural tendency instructions may be
measures of typical performance (Lievens et al. 2008).
Knowledge based SJTs however, if more cognitively loaded than behavioural tendency SJTs, are
more likely to result in greater subgroup differences (Whetzel et al. 2008; Roth et al. 2013; StSauveur et al. 2014). Given that the reduction in subgroup differences is considered to be one of the
key benefits of SJTs over other selection methods (compared to academic attainment), this may
pose a significant challenge to test developers. Conversely, research shows behavioural tendency
instructions are more susceptible to ‘faking’, similar to personality tests (Nguyen et al. 2005;
Birkeland et al. 2006); and thus the balance of the costs and benefits of each response format must
be considered when defining the specification of an SJT. Given that medical selection is competitive,
it could be argued that knowledge based formats may be more appropriate for this high-stakes
selection context, since SJTs are a measure of maximal performance (i.e. how a candidate performs
at their peak), whereas behavioural tendency formats measure typical performance (i.e. how one
typically behaves) (McDaniel et al. 2007). When knowledge based formats are used, evidence shows
candidates are less able to ‘‘fake’’ the answer by attempting to give an answer that the candidate
thinks the recruiter wants to hear. Similarly, research shows also that knowledge based formats are
less susceptible to coaching than behavioural tendency formats (McDaniel et al. 2007), which is an
important consideration in high stakes selection, such as medicine.
Response instructions
Research shows that the type of response instructions can influence the reliability of an SJT. For
example, Ployhart and Ehrhart (2003) found that rating the effectiveness of each response results in
the highest internal consistency (a ¼ 0.73), whilst choosing the most effective response results in the
lowest internal consistency (a ¼ 0.24). St-Sauveur et al. (2014) found that a single best answer
response format had the lowest internal consistency of SJT response formats, compared to rankorder and choosing the ‘best and worst’ responses. Similarly, Ployhart and Ehrhart (2003) found that
test–retest stability depends on the type of response instructions used, with higher reliabilities when
candidates are asked to rate the likelihood that they would perform each response option.
Outside of medicine, emerging evidence indicates promising validity of the single-response response
SJT format as a measure of procedural knowledge and as a predictor of job performance (Motowidlo
et al. 2009; Martin & Motowidlo 2010; Crook et al. 2011), however further research is required to
ascertain the reliability and long-term validity of this response format.

In summary, there are advantages and disadvantages of all possible SJT response formats and
instructions, which may significantly impact the reliability, and validity of an SJT; these are important
considerations when defining the specifications and purpose of an SJT.
Box 3 shows three examples of SJT items using different types of response instructions. The choice
of response instructions during test design reflects a number of considerations: the scenario
content, the ability to provide and elicit the information needed, the target population (i.e. how
cognitively loaded a response instruction should be), and the level of discrimination required
between candidates. For example, the nature of some scenarios and the possible responses to them
lend themselves to ranking items (requiring the ability to differentiate between singular responses
to a scenario), whereas other scenarios lend themselves to multiple choice items (where it is
necessary to do more than one thing, or tackle more than one aspect, in response to a scenario).

Format
Mostly, SJTs are delivered either as a written/text-based paper and pencil format or delivered online
(Weekley & Ployhart 2005). It is also possible to deliver an SJT in a video-based format, which has
the benefit of providing candidates with a more realistic, medium fidelity example of a role-related
scenario (Sharma & Nagle 2015). Text based SJTs are significantly more cost effective to develop and
maintain compared to video-based SJTs, and some evidence suggests that written SJTs have higher
correlations with cognitive ability, due to the reading skills required (Chan & Schmitt 1997; Lievens &
Sackett 2006). It could be argued that text based SJTs may be more appropriate in job roles that
require advanced cognitive processing skills, such as medicine and other complex healthcare roles.
Recent research has also investigated the possible utility of a pictorial SJT to measure affect (Sharma
& Nagle 2015), although research regarding the validity and reliability of this format of SJT delivery is
in its infancy, it offers a fruitful avenue for future research.
Are SJTs fair?
Fairness issues in selection for medical education and training represents a challenge globally, and it
is becoming an increasingly important consideration (Patterson et al. 2016). Regarding widening

access, medical education and training providers face the challenge of identifying selection methods
that both select individuals with the required skills, attributes and abilities, and also admit a diverse
pool of individuals into healthcare education and training positions, to ensure that the healthcare
workforce is representative of society (BMA 2009; Patterson et al. 2012c; Lievens 2014). Research
allows only tentative conclusions to be drawn about the relative costs and benefits of different
selection methods regarding their impact on widening access (O’Neill et al. 2013; Patterson et al.
2016), however emerging evidence suggests that SJTs may not follow socio-economic trends often
observed in aptitude test scores and measures of academic attainment (Whetzel et al. 2008; Woolf
et al. 2011; Wakeford et al. 2015) (i.e. in the UK, White candidates from the higher socioeconomic
classes tend to outperform BMEs and those from lower socioeconomic backgrounds, and males tend
to perform better than females on aptitude tests and measures of academic attainment).
A meta-analysis by Whetzel et al. (2008) reported that White test takers did marginally better than
other ethnic groups, with a small effect size. Regarding gender, the research generally suggest that
females tend to score marginally higher on SJTs than males (O’Connell et al. 2007; Whetzel et al.
2008; Lievens 2013; Luschin-Ebengreuth et al. 2015), which is consistent with other forms of nonacademic assessment (Anderson et al. 2006).
In summary, research suggests that SJTs have less adverse impact regarding ethnicity and gender
compared to other selection tools (such as cognitive ability tests). Recent research also suggests that
SJTs can promote widening access compared to indicators of academic attainment.
How do candidates react when sitting SJTs?
It is important to consider candidates’ reactions to selection tools because negative experiences can
result in the loss of good candidates from the selection process and increase the likelihood of legal
challenge (Chambers 2002; Hu¨lsheger & Anderson 2009). Consequently, selection processes require
on-going evaluation and monitoring regarding candidates’ perceptions (Cascio & Aguinis 2008).
Research shows fair selection processes positively influence an organisation’s continued ability to
attract the best candidates and recruit effectively within a given job market (Schmitt & Chan 1999).
Chan and Schmitt (1997) found evidence to suggest that face validity perceptions (the extent to
which candidates perceive a test to be relevant to the role they are applying) to significantly
influence test-taking motivation. It is important therefore that candidates perceive selection
methods to be relevant, face valid and fair (Gray 1997).
Focusing on SJTs more specifically, research shows that candidates have a preference for jobrelevant selection methods (Gilliland 1993; Bauer et al. 2001), with work sample simulations used in
selection receiving the most positive ratings from candidates alongside interviews (Hausknecht et al.
2004). Research evidence consistently shows that SJTs are positively perceived by candidates (Chan
& Schmitt 2002; Lievens & Sackett 2007; Lievens et al. 2008; Plint & Patterson 2010; Patterson et al.
2011; Koczwara et al. 2012; Roberts et al. 2014; Luschin-Ebengreuth et al. 2015), due to the highly
role-specific, contextualised scenarios presented in SJTs (i.e. they are more face valid to candidates).
Video-based SJTs represent a medium fidelity SJT format (compared to text based SJTs which are low
fidelity assessment modalities). As expected, video-based SJTs tend to have more favourable
candidate reactions than text based SJTs, as candidates perceive them to have higher face validity
(Chan & Schmitt 1997). However, Hausknecht et al. (2004) and Lievens and Sackett (2006) found no
difference in candidate reactions to SJTs in healthcare settings, based on their method of delivery. In
a recent study in which SJTs were used as an intraining assessment for junior doctors, results
indicated that candidates felt that a video as an SJT delivery method was a more engaging way to

view the training material compared to text based SJTs (Kerrin et al. 2014), although the SJT was
used more for developmental purposes rather than selection in this context.
In summary, candidate reactions in any selection context are an important consideration to ensure
that perceptions of the organisation remain favourable, and especially when considering attraction
in recruitment. Candidate reactions towards SJTs used in selection for medical education and
training have been found to be favourable. Although the face validity of video-based SJTs is high,
they are significantly more expensive to develop and maintain compared to text-based SJTs.
Research does not currently support the supposition that high-fidelity video-based SJTs would be
more favourably received than text based SJTs in medical selection, although further research is
required to explore the issues.
Are SJTs susceptible to coaching?
The high-stakes nature of selection into medical education and training internationally demands
consideration of whether candidates’ performance on SJTs can be significantly influenced by access
to coaching. In overview, although early research evidence has offered mixed findings, there is now
a consensus emerging.
Cullen et al. (2006) examined the coaching susceptibility of two SJTs (the College Student
Questionnaire; CSQ; and the Situational Judgement Inventory; SJI). Coaching courses were
developed for the two SJTs and findings showed that scores increased for the CSQ but decreased for
the SJI, compared to un-coached controls. The study authors concluded that SJTs constructed from
SMEs judgements are less susceptible to coaching effects. Similarly, Lievens et al. (2012) found that
coaching effects were estimated to be 0.5 standard deviation difference in favour of coached
candidates for an SJT for admission to medical school in Belgium.
Other researchers however have identified that knowledge based response formats are significantly
less susceptible to coaching than behavioural tendency formats (McDaniel et al. 2007; Patterson et
al. 2013a). Moreover, the literature suggests that building complexity into SJT scenarios can reduce
susceptibility to coaching effects, as this requires candidates to engage with the scenario rather than
employing a simple response strategy (Patterson et al. 2013a). Research suggests that it is possible
to reduce coaching effects using an item banking approach which creates repository of test items
that belong to the SJT, as well as having multiple test forms which are equated for difficulty
(Patterson et al. 2013a). Many of these approaches have been used in selection for medical
education and training to reduce susceptibility to coaching (Koczwara et al. 2012). A recent study
concludes that coaching and revising for an SJT to select junior doctors in the UK has no effect on the
operational validity the SJTs (Simon et al. 2015).
In summary, despite researchers raising concerns regarding SJTs’ potential susceptibility to coaching
effects, several design strategies may be adopted to minimise the potential effects of coaching
where the operational validity of SJTs remains unaffected. Other research has identified that
commercial coaching techniques are not as effective as previously thought (Stemig et al. 2015).

SJT in practice – How are SJTs designed and developed?
Designing an SJT requires a thorough development and validation process in line with best practice.
The key steps to the best practice design of an SJT are described below. Each step ensures an SJT is
relevant to the specific role for which it has been developed, and optimises the likelihood that an SJT
is reliable, valid and fair.

Step 1: Role analysis and test specification
The first step in designing an SJT involves conducting a role analysis and determining the test
specification. A role (job) analysis is a systematic way of collecting and analysing role-related
information: typical role analysis information includes responsibilities, tasks, knowledge, skills and
abilities relevant to any given role, including work-based roles and positions on educational or
training courses. Not only does a role analysis contribute crucial information required for the
specification of a particular selection method, such as an SJT, but it also increases the likelihood that
the SJT is an accurate measurement tool.
In designing an SJT, the role analysis often includes conducting interviews with current role
incumbents and collecting ‘critical incidents’ (challenging or salient situations that are likely to occur
in the target role), which are later used to develop the item content in Step 2. By conducting a role
analysis in this first step, it is possible to ensure that the SJT content is relevant to the particular role
and increase fairness across candidates (Lievens et al. 2008) (Box 4).
Following the role analysis, the information collected is used to determine the test specification. This
includes a description of the actual test content of the SJT, the types of items and response
instructions, response instructions, formats used (e.g. knowledge based/behavioural tendency;
multiple choice/rank order/rating/best and worst/pencil and paper; online/video-based,
respectively), a description of the length of the test, the scoring convention to be used and how the
test will be administered. Significant expertise is required in SJT design to design the test
specification.

Step 2: Item development and initial reviews
Having documented a test specification and collected role analysis information, SJT scenarios and
response options are developed in collaboration with individuals who are familiar with the target
role (SMEs). These may include role incumbents and supervisors, or any other staff familiar with the

target role. Working with these SMEs is essential for item development in order to ensure that SJT
scenarios and responses are developed based on realistic, appropriate and plausible scenarios. The
‘critical incidents’ identified in Step 1 can be used to develop different role-related scenarios where
the candidate would need to make a decision regarding the best course of action, given the
situation. Different responses to these scenarios are also developed in conjunction with SMEs, who
advise the item writer regarding the appropriateness or importance of various response options (i.e.
what the scoring key should be for each response). A thorough and systematic review of these
scenarios and responses is then undertaken by a different set of SMEs to ensure that each item is
fair, relevant to the role and realistic.
Step 3: Scoring key agreed by subject matter experts
Once item content has been developed, agreement between SMEs is required on the scoring key
(i.e. how the response should be scored) for each of the possible responses to the given scenario.
This is typically achieved through a concordance panel with SMEs. Generally this conducted with a
different group of SMEs to those during Step 2, who score each response option based on how
appropriate or important they consider each response to be. This process is used for the various
response options available in an SJT, including ranking responses from most to least appropriate,
choosing the single best answer or the three best answers (multiple choice), or rating each response
independently of each other. This is often an iterative process, but results in a final scoring key being
developed.
Step 4: Test construction
In Step 4, the test is constructed. It may be in a written (paper and pencil, or electronic) format, or in
some situations, the scenario may be presented in a video or interactive format.
Step 5: Piloting
Once the SJT has been constructed, the next step is piloting to ensure that it is fair and measures
what it is intended to measure (i.e. has construct validity). Piloting also provides an opportunity to
gain candidate reactions to the SJT, for example whether candidates perceive it to be fair and
relevant to the target role. This minimises the risk of potential legal action against the organisation
in operational selection settings due to a perceived lack of fairness or robustness (Patterson et al.
2011).
Step 6: Psychometric analysis and quality assurance
After an SJT has been piloted, psychometric analysis of the pilot data can be conducted. At this
stage, it is possible to examine the reliability and validity of the test, and to ensure that each SJT
item is performing well psychometrically. In addition, a fairness analysis can be conducted to identify
whether there are any performance differences on the SJT as a whole, and for specific scenarios,
based on demographic group differences such as ethnicity or gender. If performance differences do
exist, it is possible that an item is discriminating against a particular sub-group (differential item
functioning) and consideration should be given to whether it is fair and appropriate for the scenario
to remain in the test.
Step 7: Development of an item bank
Finally, there will be further development of the item bank through ongoing development, review
and validation of the scenarios and responses as more candidate score data is collected.
Approaches to scoring SJTs

There are various scoring methods for multiple choice SJTs. They are typically broken down into
rational and empirical. Rational scoring of items is based on experts’ judgement concerning the
effectiveness of responses or best/worst options. When items are empirically scored, they are
administered to a large pilot sample. Items are selected and/or weighted according to evidence that
they differentiate between individuals who score at different levels on a criterion variable (e.g. job
performance).

Conclusions and future directions for research and practice
SJTs represent a measurement methodology, rather than a specific measure per se, as each SJT may
be constructed differently; and so have the potential to vary significantly in terms of their
robustness, reliability and validity. Crucially therefore, evidence suggests that good quality SJTs
require significant expertise to design and develop appropriately. Best practice design of SJTs begins
with a thorough role analysis, constructed in consultation with SMEs. Design issues should also
consider susceptibility to coaching, especially in selection for medical education and training.
On balance, the evidence to date demonstrates that SJTs are a valid, reliable and well-received
method for measuring important non-academic attributes, such as empathy, integrity and
teamwork. SJTs have been successfully implemented for use in selection across a range of healthcare
professions, especially within medical education and training. SJTs have the benefit of having
reduced sub-group differences compared to other selection methods, and are well received by
candidates. The theoretical basis underpinning SJTs shows they assess individuals’ beliefs about the
costs and benefits of expressing certain traits via behaviours in given situations. Future research
could extend the emerging evidence relating to the construct validity of SJTs, for example, exploring
why there is little effect of socioeconomic status and SJT performance (unlike indicators of academic
attainment).
Despite a plethora of research evidence supporting the use of SJTs in the context of medical
education and training, a number of possible areas of exploration remain. Further research could
systematically compare video-based and text based SJTs to more adequately explain the advantages
and disadvantages of each approach, where potentially researchers are able to comment on what
each mode of item presentation offers more fully.
Future areas of enquiry may include the use of SJTs as a diagnostic tool to identify individuals’
training needs. This has the potential to be supplemented by education interventions to provide
training in the non-academic skills required for the target role, and so accelerate time to
competence in preparation for entry into clinical practice. Although more traditionally used in
selection contexts, extending the application of SJTs to training and development may provide a
beneficial resource in monitoring and training relevant non-academic attributes as individuals
progress through a given role or training programme.
Further longitudinal research studies are required to evaluate the extent to which SJTs effectively
predict performance throughout the medical education pathway, from medical school admissions
through to independent clinical practice, and beyond. This is especially relevant given the emerging
evidence that SJTs have different predictive validity at different stages during medical education,
training and practice. More research is also required to confirm initial findings that SJTs are more
predictive of performance at the lower end of score distributions than at the top end (i.e. in
identifying individuals who lack the appropriate values and attributes to be suited to a career in

healthcare). This, in turn, would help researchers develop the theory underpinning SJTs as a
measurement method.
To conclude, SJTs represent a reliable, valid, well-received and fair selection method when designed
appropriately. Future research should investigate the use of SJTs for development, focus on
gathering longitudinal data, and assess the differential predictive validity of SJTs at different points
during education and training pathways in healthcare and at different ends of score distributions.
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